Effect of chronic inflammation on dorsal horn nociceptive neurons in aged rats.
To elucidate the effect of chronic inflammation on spinal nociceptive neurons in the elderly, we compared nocifensive behavior, peripheral inflammatory responses, and spinal dorsal horn neuronal activities between the aged (29-34 mo) and adult (7-12 mo) male rats after injection of complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA) into the hind paw. Aged rats exhibited a significantly lower mechanical paw withdrawal threshold before inflammation. However, after CFA injection mechanical allodynia developed in both adult and aged rats after CFA injection. The changes of foot temperature and thickness after CFA injection were greater and lasted longer in aged than in adult rats. Sets of 124 wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons (aged: 59, adult: 65) and 26 nociceptive specific (NS) neurons (aged: 13, adult: 13) were recorded from the lumber spinal dorsal horn. NS neurons from the inflamed adult rats showed significantly higher responses to noxious mechanical stimulation than those in aged rats, whereas WDR neurons from inflamed adult and aged rats were similar. Background activity of WDR neurons from the adult rats increased after CFA, whereas WDR neurons of aged rats and NS neurons from either group were not. The afterdischarge followed by noxious mechanical stimulation was significantly greater for WDR neurons in both adult and aged rats, whereas no significant differences were observed in NS neurons. Two days after CFA injection, Fos expression increased similarly in aged and adult rats. Thus the aged rats showed enhanced peripheral inflammatory responses to CFA injection with only a slight change in dorsal horn neuronal activity. Together with our previous finding that nociceptive neurons in aged rats exhibit hyperexcitability, these results suggest that the dorsal horn nociceptive system becomes sensitized with advancing age and its excitability cannot be further increased by inflammation.